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H appy New Year 2018! 

 

20 years ago in 1998 I came to Sabah alone from 

Penang to embark the sun bear study for my  

Master degree in Danum Valley; many people 

called that project ambitious and impossible. I did 

it. 10 years ago in 2008, my field assistant Wai Pak 

and me came to Sepilok, Sandakan, Sabah to  

establish the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation  

Centre (BSBCC); many people called this project  

ambitious and impossible. We did it! 

 

And now in 2018, 26 BSBCC‘s staff, 43 rescued sun 

bears at BSBCC, and me, are marching into the 

next 10 years of our life-long mission to  

conserve sun bears in Sabah. We are not sure 

what other people will call it. However, we are 

ready to face all the challenges on our paths, just 

like what we did 10 or 20 years ago.  
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MESSAGE FROM THE 

FOUNDER  



population expanding: from 10 million 50 

years ago in 1968, to today‘s 32 million. 

Several spectacular wildlife in this country 

has either extinct or critically endangered. 

Wildlife poaching and wildlife parts trading 

emerges as the biggest threats to the  

survival of the remaining wildlife populations, 

sun bear included, as demand increases. We 

need to work on all of these eight areas  

simultaneously, if we were to conserve sun 

bear and many other endangered and  

protected wildlife species in this country.  

The tusks for us to deliver good results for 

the next 10 years are challenging. We cannot 

do it without your helps and involvements. 

Local communities, general public, civil  

societies, stakeholders, biologists,  

academics, NGOs, funding agencies and  

government agencies, all have important 

roles and should do what they do best to 

conserve sun bears and other natural  

resources in this country. We need your  

continuous helps and involvements more 

than ever because if we failed, the results 

would be devastating!  

I thank you from the bottom of my heart! 

Wishing you all the best in this New Year! 

May all beings be happy, joyful, well, be safe 

& at peace!  

BSBCC has comes a long way from it started 

10 years ago with 2 staff and 7 rescued sun 

bears. I want to take this opportunity to 

thank all of you for your supports and helps, 

especially Sabah State Government, Sabah 

Wildlife Department, Sabah Forestry  

Department, LEAP, and generous funding 

agencies like Sime Darby Foundation, to 

make this project a success. Without all of 

your helping hands, we will not come this 

far.  

Over the past 10 years, BSBCC has been 

working hand on hand with Sabah Wildlife 

Department and Wildlife Rescue Unit to take 

care of the rescued sun bears in Sabah. We 

have focused our works on four objectives:  

animal welfare, education, research and  

rehabilitation and passed with flying colours, 

reflected by various awards we received last 

year: I was name a ―Wira Negaraku‖ by the 

Prime Minister‘s Office, a ―CNN Hero‖ by 

CNN, USA, and BSBCC has won the 2017 

Best Tourism Attraction Award in  

Sabah-Nature Category. Last year, we  

expanded our objectives to incorporate  

ecotourism, community conservation,  

anti-poaching and captive breeding of sun 

bears. All of these eight objectives will be the 

focus for the coming 10 years, starting from 

today!  

The next 10 years will be a very crucial  

period for all wildlife conservation works in 

Malaysia as the country has experiencing 

rapid transition: wildlife habitat and wildlife 

population are shrinking as human  
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Enrichment is any object or activity designed 

to stimulate the sun bears and encourage 

natural behavior. It comes in many forms and 

the BSBCC staff must always think of new, 

creative ideas to keep the bears active and 

busy. There are four main types of  

enrichment used here at the BSBCC, these 

are: 

1. Environmental Enrichment: Sun bears 

are the most arboreal of all bear species, and 

in the wild they will spend the majority of the 

day resting and foraging in the tree tops.  

Although they have spent much of their lives 

confined in atrocious conditions, many of the 

rescued sun bears here at the BSBCC still 

poses that natural desire to climb, a behavior 

we try to encourage. In addition to providing 

a large, natural forest enclosure full of perfect 

climbing trees, all bears are provided with 

hammocks and climbing frames to allow them 

to rest off the ground. Although sun bears are 

very active, the bears can often be spotted 

snoozing in their hammocks on warm  

afternoons. 
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A lthough born wild, freedom does not 

come naturally to many of the rescued 

sun bears here at the BSBCC. This is  

unsurprising however, for these bears have 

suffered traumatic pasts. Stolen from their 

mothers when they were young, the feel of 

the earth beneath their paws is a feeling  

forgotten for a bear raised in a small, dirty 

metal cage. 

When a rescued sun bear first comes to the 

BSBCC they are freighted and distrustful, for 

they are unaware that the people here mean 

them no harm. However, with time and  

patience, the bears slowly start to rediscover 

their freedom. This process has no time limit 

as each individual bear is unique and pushing 

too hard may result in more harm than good. 

Imagine, just how tantalizing yet  

overwhelming the smell of fresh air must be, 

to a bear with no recollection of what it is 

like to live free in the forest. But slowly, each 

rescued bear will take their first steps into 

the outside world and begin their journey 

back to freedom.   

A sun bear cub learns many vital survival 

skills from its mother; however the rescued 

bears here at the BSBCC have been denied 

this precious knowledge. Because of this, the 

BSBCC staff must instead teach these bears 

everything they need to know in order to  

survive on their own.  This is where  

enrichment comes in, perhaps the most  

important stage in the sun bear rehabilitation 

process. 

Tan-Tan, during her time being rescued.  

BEAR STORY 

FREEDOM  

 

The bear care team helping install the hammock bed for 
Along the sun bear.   



4. Social Enrichment: Although sun bears 

are solitary in the wild, we encourage the  

rescued bears to interact with each other at 

the BSBCC as we believe the best enrichment 

of all is another bear. Many of the sun bear 

form close bonds with one another, and can 

often be seen playing together or snoozing 

together in a shared hammock. However, this 

type of enrichment offers more than simply 

comfort - it is an important part of the  

rehabilitation process as it enables the bears 

to learn survival skills from each other.  

Additionally, social enrichment is an excellent 

way of reducing stereotypic behaviors such as 

pacing and swaying.  

Unfortunately, it is simply not possible for all 

of the rescued sun bears to return to the  

freedom of the wild. For some, the physical or 

emotional damage inflicted by humans is just 

too great. For these bears, enrichment serves 

a different purpose. It provides comfort,  

stimulation, interest and a means of  

displaying all the behaviours which come  

naturally to them. Although they may never 

be truly free, the care and enrichment  

provided to these sun bears by the BSBCC 

staff allow the bears to live their lives free 

from pain, fear and suffering, just as they  

deserve.  
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2. Foraging Enrichment: Sun bears are 

omnivorous; their diets consisting of  

seasonal fruits and nuts, invertebrates, small 

animals and their favourite treat of all –  

honey! Here at the BSBCC we try to think of 

imaginative ways of providing the bears with 

their food in order to encourage the natural 

foraging behaviours they would use in the 

wi ld. Commonly used techniques  

include scattering fruits in the forest  

enclosure, hiding treats under piles of dry 

leaves and drilling holes in logs to conceal 

the food inside. Unless they learn to forage 

themselves the bears cannot be considered 

as release candidates, so foraging  

enrichment is incredibly important for the 

rescued sun bears. 

3. Sensory Enrichment: Sun bears have an 

extremely sensitive nose and their sense of 

smell is vital for both finding food and  

detecting danger in the wild. Sensory  

enrichment encourages the bears to use their 

sense of smell by concealing strong smelling 

treats such as honey or peanut butter in a 

puzzle or toy. Often, these enrichments are 

constructed using recycled fire hose or 

strong plastic as these materials are tough 

even against the bear‘s powerful claws.  

Alternatively, treats can be hidden in bundles 

of vegetation held together with vive,  

creating a very natural enrichment which  

encourages both sensory and foraging  

behaviours. All the rescued sun bears at the 

BSBCC have completely individual  

personalities, including their own food  

preferences, so these enrichments can be 

trailered to specific bears or social groups to 

get the best bahavioural results. 

Eva applying peanut butter on the dead log to  
encourage  the bear‟s natural foraging behaviour . 



On November 19th, 2017 they meet for the 

very first time. The sliding door is opened 

slowly by their keeper. Sika and Kina start 

sniffing at each other through the small gap. 

Then the door opens wider and they see each 

other! They are curious so they get closer and 

sniff each other politely. Kina and Sika are off 

to a good start and start to play-fight with 

gentle pawing and soft biting. This is how a 

bear friendship begins! They seem to get 

along very well, and spend more time playing 

together on the hammock platform. It‘s  

non-stop playing for both of them even when 

they are panting with tiredness. Nothing will 

stop them playing! Neither of them are  

aggressive towards each other, hopefully the 

sign of a beautiful friendship forming between 

Sika and Kina.   
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Sika (left) and Kina (right) 

K ina is a two year-old adolescent female 

bear. She was originally named 

―Kalong‖ by the previous owner, but her 

name has been changed to ―Kina‖, after the 

place where she was kept at Kinarut, Sabah. 

Kinarut is a town in Sabah state, located 

about 20 kilometres south of the state  

capital, Kota Kinabalu. Kina had been kept as 

a pet illegally for a year. Her owner claimed 

that Kina was abandoned by her mother. The 

story starts with a mother and her cub  

crossing a road and getting frightened, with 

the mother running away without bringing 

her cub with her. The cub is Kina, who had 

not even opened her eyes yet. Then, her 

owner took her and kept her for more than a 

year. After a year keeping Kina in their 

house, the owner decided to surrender Kina 

to the Sabah Wildlife Department on the 22nd 

of February, 2017. Kina arrived at BSBCC on 

the 1st of March, 2017. Sikas‘ original name 

was ―Sikala‖, but we changed her name to 

the town she was rescued from, the village of 

Sikalabaan in the Pensiangan district. The 

Pensiangan district is considered as one of 

the most rural areas in Sabah. Sika was 

found by a foreigner who travelled to the  

village of Sikalabaan, who had visited BSBCC 

before. After he found Sika was being kept in 

a chicken mesh cage as a house pet, he  

decided to call BSBCC and asked for help 

rescuing this bear cub. Sika was rescued by 

Sabah Wildlife Department on  February 9th, 

2017 and sent to BSBCC on the same day as 

Kina, 1st of March 2017. 

BEAR STORY 

A PAIR OF HAPPY & LOVELY BEARS  

Pawing and soft biting are their favourite ways of  
play-fighting!  



Integration is one of the rehabilitation  

processes for the bears, as they can learn 

from each other. Sika and Kina were both 

kept as pets before, so they lost their chance 

to learn from their mother. Integration is a 

good chance to learn from each other about 

all the pertinent survival skills. Under the care 

and love of BSBCC, we hope Sika and Kina 

will grow up and return to the forest together, 

to become a pair of happy and lovely bears!   
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Sika showing her dominant personality to Kina by  
showing her big canines.  

Sika is clearly the dominant bear. She will 

grab what she wants first. Kina will try but 

she always fails, but fear not! This does not 

affect their friendship! Kina learns to be more 

tolerant. Sika will dig out some porridge for 

Kina and they share it. When Sika comes to 

take Kina‘s enrichment, Kina will walk away 

and go to get the others. Kina is showing 

how to treat a younger sister – with  

patience! Sometimes they fight, but they still 

love each other. When Kina gets tired, Sika 

is always waiting for Kina to have one more 

round of playing. Peace and harmony! 

 

Sika (left) and Kina (right) playing with the „honeycomb‟. 

We believe that a beautiful friendship is forming between 
Sika and Kina.  



In October 2016, she was introduced to two 

older bears – Amaco and Gutuk. They interact 

well and love to play fight together, especially 

Gutuk. Gutuk is her playmate. She loves to 

follow what Gutuk is doing. Gutuk loves to lie 

on the ground and enjoy the temperature and 

Chin would copy whatever Gutuk did. 

They are such good bear friends! However, 

Gutuk passed away on July 22nd, 2017. She 

looks different after Gutuk left her alone. Her 

face looked sad and she clearly misses her 

best friend. However, Chin is now using  

Gutuk‘s memories to move on with her life 

and be a better bear! 
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C hin is an adult female sun bear aged 

10 years old. She was rescued from 
Tawau, south-east coast of Sabah. She 

was kept at a mini Zoo located in a  
primary school, where she was displayed 
illegally in a small metal cage. She  

arrived at the BSBCC on the 22nd of July 

in 2014 from Lok Kawi Wildlife Park.   

Chin is a curious bear. She is curious 
about everything that we offer to her. 
She will be happy spending her day  

exploring her surroundings. Tearing 
things apart, such as coconuts and dead 

logs, is one of the ways she explores. 
She does not mind getting dirty. Her 
happiness is seeing a dry cage with some 

dead logs. She will spend her time rolling 
on the dry leaves and try to roll the dead 

logs on her body. She likes to keep the 
smell of the wood on her, nature‘s scent. 

Chin can nap anywhere, including a 
hammock, basket or even a branch that 
is in the right position. Chin can be kept 

entertained easily with just a simple  
enrichment that can make her day.  Chin 

has been integrated with many bears. 
First, she was integrated with Cerah and 
Jelita, Tokob, Susie and Kuamut but they 

did not seem to get along.  

 

Chin, during his first arrived at BSBCC and entered  
quarantine for 30 days. 

BEAR STORY 

BE CURIOUS & ADVENTURE  

Gutuk (right) is her playmate and this is the activity that 
they like the most!  

After Gutuk passed away, Chin still missed Gutuk most 
of the time.   



Sun bears are ‗Totally Protected‘ species  

under the Wildlife Conservation Enactment 

1997 which means those who hunt sun bears 

will be fined RM100,000, or jailed 10 years, or 

both. Share the awareness and spread the 

word. Sun bears need more attention to get 

more protection. 
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In January 2015, Chin took her first steps 

out into the forest. She enjoys every  

moment in the forest such as digging,  

foraging, resting, and napping. She loves to  

explore every corner of the forest enclosure, 

where everything seems interesting to her! 

In October 2017, she once again stepped out 

into the forest in a different forest enclosure. 

She enjoys the touch of sunlight on her 

body. There is a small natural pool that is 

ready for her when she is finished  

sunbathing. She likes to splash water on her 

body or soak in the water to reduce the  

feeling of sweltering heat. Chin may look like 

a heavy and grumpy bear but she is actually 

gentle and friendly. She does have a hot 

temper, but she is the bear who enjoys every 

single moment. It is never too late to protect 

a bear like Chin. They deserve more than 

that!  The forest is their home!  

Being curious in the forest. Enjoy every moment  in the forest.  

Chin is eating the sugarcane given to him.  

Sun bears are a „Totally Protected‟ species under the 
Wildlife Conservation Enactment 1997.  



BEAR STORY 

ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK FOR 44 BEARS AT BSBCC  

for potential sickness (signs of ill-health,  

disease and injury), and functioning of  

internal organs.  If the bear has a wound, 

then treatment and medication will be  

provided during the examination. Once the 

health checks are completed, the bears are 

brought back to their dens to recover from 

the sedative and their condition is monitored 

by the bear care team. From this health 

check, we will have a clearer idea of the 

bears' future needs, including their diet.  

According to the International Union for  

Conservation of Nature (IUCN), sun bears are 

classified as ―vulnerable‖. We need to  

emphasize sun bear conservation and help to 

protect them from the threat of extinction.  
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I t is a vital step to protect the health of sun 

bears at our centre. Every year the bears 

will receive full annual health checks and any 

medical procedures they may require. Once 

again, we have been very fortunate to  

receive veterinary care from Sabah Wildlife 

Departments, Dr. Nabila Sarkawi.  

A basic health check corner has been set up 

complete with a surgery table and health 

check equipment. 44 of the bears have been 

checked. The health check began with each 

bear being individually anaesthetized. Dr. 

Nabila and the bear care team performed a 

thorough check on the bears‘ health. This 

included taking the bears‘ weight,  

temperature, pulse and respiration rate, 

body measurement, blood and hair samples, 

dental treatment, cutting back severely  

overgrown claws for those bears that stay 

inside the bear house, x-rays, being checked  

Dr. Nabila took blood samples, deworming and  
multivitamin were given. 

All bears falling asleep smoothly under anesthetic. 

Weighing the bear body weight. 



On November 26th, 2017, Debbie and Damai 

were fitted with satellite collars. Debbie and 

Damai have shown signs of being excellent in 

their forest skills, enough to cope sufficiently 

in the wild. They are prepared for life back in 

the wild. Our team will monitor their  

adaptation, making sure the collar is  

functioning well and will evaluate their  

progress.   

Our rescued bears get the best care.  

Thankfully, a number of the bears examined 

had nothing serious to worry about. Only  

Diana, an eleven year old, adult female bear 

had poor conditions with her teeth, suffering 

from severe damage ever since having a 

highly unsuitable diet when she was kept as 

an illegal pet. Diana requires extensive  

medical care ahead. She was moved to  

Quarantine for future special care by our bear 

team. Diana will recover well by receiving 

pain relief and being fed soft blended fruit. 

She is continuing to show good progress with 

less signs of stereotypical behavior compared 

to when she was staying at the bear house. 

Every day she can enjoy the forest scenery 

and smells around her. After finishing her 

food, she climbs up and rests comfortably 

back in her basket.  
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On July 13th, 2017, an application of  

advanced reproductive technology in the 

conservation of endangered wildlife (ART 

programme) - training in immobilization and 

reproduction of sun bears in Sabah, was  

conducted. The ART programme is a project 

under the 11th Malaysia Plan administered by 

Sabah Wildlife Department (SWD). Borneo 

Rhino Alliance (BORA) assists the  

government of Sabah through Sabah Wildlife 

Department in managing Sumatran Rhinos, 

to preserve endangered species. By  

conducting this ART programme, the  size of 

the ―sampling‖ of living individuals is large 

and there are opportunities for the captive 

sun bear population to increase to a long 

term survival of the species. During the 

health check, eight healthy adult male bears 

and one adult female bear were chosen to 

collect sun bear semen.  

 



They are being monitored and are being  

continuously stimulated with enrichment 

items. They will have the opportunity to 

climb, explore and adjust to this new space. 

Every time they are given extra treats and 

new enrichment they get really excited!  

They also have received lots of love from our 

bear care team, doing everything they can to 

help them build strength and courage to live 

as a wild bear! It is wonderful knowing that 

what is coming next will be even more  

incredible.  

It is so exciting that these rescued sun bears 

will take the biggest step in their lives. This 

year will be a big move for our bears. Some 

groups will go into an outside forest enclosure 

for the first time. Other bear groups will 

change to have access to the new  

forest. Several groups will undergo electric 

fence training, while one group will be  

introduced to a larger group. There are also 

two release candidate bears preparing to be 

released back into the wild. The bears will  

realize this new life is good and finally live the 

life denied to them by the pet trade. 

Thanks for the hard work and wonderful care 

provided by Dr. Nabila, Dr. Pakee, Dr. Reza, 

Elis Tambing and the bear care team! Huge 

thanks for being part of the team. Job well 

done!!!  
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After one year of Noah and Nano undergoing 

rehabilitation at our centre, they made such 

good progress that they graduated from cub 

rehabilitation in quarantine to ―big bear‖ 

dens in Bear House. Here they can see other 

sun bears so they can learn from them and 

get used to the sounds and sights of the  

outside world. The bear house bears were  

delighted to welcome Noah and Nano to the 

family. The new dens where they are settling 

in have been stocked with climbing  

structures to play on, a comfy hammock to 

take naps on and dried leaves, or "browse" 

to explore. After a period of adaption in the 

new den where the rehabilitation will  

continue, there will be eventual access to the 

external forest enclosure. Noah and Nano are 

very quickly settling into their new  

environment.    

They are sniffing in curiosity all the time.  

Noah and Nano are exceptionally brave and 

inquisitive explorers. Noah adapted well to 

his new environment, proving to be a fast 

learner and loving the fruits given by his care 

taker. Nano‘s response was also amazing, 

but his favourite past time is sleeping in his 

basket.   
On 13 August 2017, Noah and Nano took their first step 
out to forest!  

Noah and Nano explores their new home. 



BSBCC CORNER  

9th EAST & SOUTHEAST ASIAN ANIMAL WILD ANIMAL RESCUE  
NETWORK CONFERENCE (WARN) 
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The BSBCC team were glad to attend the 9th 

East and Southeast Asian Wild Animal Rescue 

Network Conference (WARN Conference) 

from November 7th-11th, 2017 in Cuc  

Phuong, Vietnam. This year, the WARN  

Conference was hosted by the Endangered  

Primate Rescue Centre (Cuc Phuong,  

Vietnam). A total of 70 participants from 18 

organizations attended the conference and 

shared their experiences related to animal 

rescue, rehabilitation and re-introduction 

through presentations, practical workshops 

and site visits to their rescued centres. The 

theme for this year was ―Wildlife Rescue,  

Rehabilitation and Release‖. 

  

The main objective for WARN is to enhance 

the capabilities of East and South East Asian 

wildlife rescue centers to rescue and  

conserve wildlife, provide education in  

conservation awareness for the public and 

advocate minimum standards for wildlife  

rescue centers. One of the highlights of the 

conference was the post conference tour to: 

i. Endangered Primate Rescue Center 

ii. Save Vietnam‘s Wildlife (Carnivore and     

Pango l i n  Conserva t i on  P rog ram) 

iii. The Turtle Conservation Centre 

iv. FOUR PAWS Bear Sanctuary Ninh Binh 

v. Van Long Nature Reserve 

The conference was a great opportunity to 

tackle the ongoing wildlife crisis and develop 

better rescue, rehabilitation and release  

animal care. Huge thanks to WARN members 

and Endangered Primate Rescue Center for  

this successful 9th WARN Conference. It was 

great sharing experience!!  

Top: Mr. Tilo Nadler Co director of the Vietnam Primate  
Conservation Program gave the opening speech to  
welcome participants to the 9th Wild Animal  
Rescue Network (WARN) Conference. Middle: Signe 
Preuschoft from FOUR PAWS International With title of 
“Conservation re-introduction and wellbeing in apes”. 
Bottom: Tee Thye Lim from Bornean Sun Bear  
Conservation Centre giving a talk entitled  “Noninvasive 
DNA sampling of Malayan Sun bears: A preliminary  
review of hair snagging method for density estimation”  



A s a former grantee of the GEF Small 

Grants Programme, BSBCC was invited 

to share its project on the two-day GEF SGP 

Best Practices & Knowledge Fair event held 

at the Park Royal Hotel, Kuala Lumpur.  

Today, Dr. Wong presented on BSBCC's  

environmental education project, which has 

been funded by the GEF SGP from the year 

2014-2016. We are truly grateful for the 

support provided by GEF SGP in helping 

BSBCC to raise awareness and educate the 

public on the plights of sun bears and the 

important need to conserve the species.  

 

 

BSBCC CORNER  

GEF SGP BEST PRACTICES & KNOWLEDGE FAIR  
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Dr. Wong presenting BSBCC's environmental education 
project that was funded by GEF SGP. 

Welcoming remarks by Lee Shin Shin, National  
Coordinator of GEF SGP Malaysia.  

BSBCC's booth. 



O n November 20th-24th, of 2017, BSBCC 

was invited by IJM Plantations Berhad 

to  the  Environmental  Outreach  program 

(Wildlife  Awareness)  in  their  two-region  

area. It took about 4 and a half hours to 

arrive at the Sugut regions estate by car. 

The main purpose of this program is to  

create  awareness  about  our  protected  

species  and  also  share  information  and 

knowledge about  sun  bears.  The BSBCC 

team prepared an exhibition booth to help 

the audience understand better about the 

programme.  The  audience  comprise  IJM 

Plantations estate Executives and staff in 

two regional  estates  in  Sabah  -   Sugut  

regions (8 estates) and Labuk regions (3 

estates). At the same time, we also held an  

awareness  programme  with  the  Humana 

Schools (A school  for children of foreign 

plantation workers in IJM estates). A lot of 

activities were held during the programme, 

including  talks,  video  show,  sun  bear  

mascot activities and a visit to exhibition 

booths. Besides BSBCC, our partners, the 

Wildlife  Rescue  Unit  (WRU),  were  also  

invited to this program. Huge thanks to IJM 

Plantations Berhad for inviting us as well as 

for the continuous support given! We were 

really  glad  to  see  people  learning  more 

about Mother Nature.   

OUTREACH PROGRAMME 

IJM ESTATE  
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Top: Sungai Sabang estate staff visiting by BSBCC and 
WRU(Wildlife Rescue Unit). Middle: Jeremy explaining sun 
bear‟s characteristics to students. Bottom: Group photo 
with the students.  
 

Visiting our educational booth.  



The sun bear may be the smallest bear  

species found around the world, but they 

are not short of protectors, thanks to the 

Sahabat Beruang Madu (Friends of the Sun 

Bear) communities now set up in five  

regions around Malaysia. Part of the Sun 

Bear Conservation Programme funded by 

Felda Global Ventures Holdings Bhd (FGV), 

and partnered by the Malaysian Nature  

Society (MNS), Department of Wildlife and 

National Parks Peninsular Malaysia 

(PERHILITAN) and Universiti Kebangsaan 

Malaysia (UKM), the Sahabat network has 

been set up to foster a community  

sympathetic to issues surrounding  

conservation of the sun bear and Malaysia‘s 

other threatened wildlife species. This  

Program was held on December 12-13th, 

2017, with the main objective being to raise 

public awareness about conservation, for 

sun bears in particular and other wildlife 

species in general. MNS collaborates with 

BSBCC and is tasked with furthering  

awareness and education within the  

community in Felda Sahabat Estate, which 

is one of biggest estates in Malaysia.  

This community program also invited Sabah 

Wildlife Department, who delivered a  

presentation about protected wildlife species in 

Sabah and how to handle critical situations 

when facing wild animals (Human Wildlife  

Conflict). Another presenter was from Sabah 

Forestry Department, discussing the  

importance of forests and why we need to  

protect and preserve them. Knowledge from 

information offered in this program will  

heighten awareness when staff is back within 

their plantations and forests, and will afford 

them the advantage of preventing  

human-wildlife conflicts before they can occur. 

During this program, a lot of activities were 

held such as talks, video show, sun bear  

mascot activity and exhibition booths. Huge 

thanks to Felda Sahabat management 

(Sahabat Beruang Madu Wilayah Sahabat) and 

MNS (Malaysian Nature Society) for inviting us 

to this program. Hopefully this programme will 

continue every year. Many thanks for  

continuous support! Humans are protectors of 

these defenseless animals, and we hope 

Friends of the Sun Bear will act as the first line 

of defense when it comes to wildlife  

conservation. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME– FELDA COMMUNITY PROGRAMME  
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Jeremy (BSBCC‟s Centre Coordinator) presenting 
BSBCC delivering his talk on sun bear. Group Photo with the FGV, Felda,SFD, SWD and BSBCC.  



A  school visit from SK Sungai Nangka 

Preschool, Beluran visited BSBCC on 

November 18th, 2017. The school children 

came together with their teachers and  

parents. They were given a short  

introduction on sun bears with our sun bear 

mascot and later they were brought to the 

observation platforms to see the bears 

roaming in the forest enclosure. The  

children, together with their parents and 

teachers, enjoyed their time at our Centre 

learning about sun bears and the  

environment. We were glad to share our 

knowledge on Sun Bears with them. We 

believe that environmental education can 

help in the efforts to save Sun Bears and 

their habitat for generations to come.  

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

GROUP VISIT 

A  group of kindergarten children from  

nearby Tadika Ming Chung visited BSBCC 

on November 4th, 2017. The visit was guided by 

BSBCC staff to view sun bears in the forest  

enclosure. The kids were lucky enough to be 

able to spot a Crested serpent eagle and an 

Orangutan, as well as sun bears. On November 

10th, 2017, the BSBCC team once again were 

glad to host another visit from SALY-B  

participants of Kg. Bakong-Bakong SALY-B or 

Sustainable Alternative Livelihoods for Youths 

in Sabah, an initiative by Forever Sabah and 

Raleigh Borneo, which develops young people's 

skills, knowledge and network to enable them 

to manage their environment, develop green  

enterprises, and protect valuable biodiversity in 

Sabah. Our Education Officer, Risnayati showed 

them around the Centre and gave them a brief  

introduction on sun bears and BSBCC.  
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Table 2: List of group that visited to BSBCC in 

September and October 2017. 

School  No. 

Pax 

Date 

Tadika Ming Chung,  

Sandakan 

55 4th Nov 

SK Silam, Lahad Datu 33 9th Nov  

Community kg. Bakong-

Bakong  

35 10th Nov 

Pra sekolah SK Sungai 

Nangka  

53 18th Nov  

Taiwan Alumni Group  80 18th Nov 

Tabika Kemas Kg. 

Rancangan Suan Lamba  

53 19th Nov 

UMS—Faculty Phycology  3 19th Nov 

Persatuan Thalesemia 

Kinabatangan 

25 16th Nov  

Viewing sun bears through a spotting scope. 

Ms. Risnayati ( Environmental education officer) giving 
a brief explanation on sun bear through signboard. 



A  group of six staff members from 

Tradewinds Plantation Berhad visited 

BSBCC on November 3rd, 2017. Dr. Wong 

Siew Te brought them for a tour around the  

observation platforms to see the bears in the 

forest enclosure. This company has also 

adopted three of our sun bears under the My 

Bear Adoption Programme, named Jelita, 

Linggam and Simone. Adopting a bear is a 

great way to learn about sun bears while 

helping BSBCC meet the costs of  

rehabilitation. Funds raised by the adoption 

program are used to better the lives of all 

bears. Thank you for your visit and the  

support!   
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NOTABLE VISITOR  

TRADEWINDS PLANTATION BERHAD  

Observing sun bears in the forest enclosure from the 
observation platform. 

Top: Dr. Wong explaining the sun bear‟s behavior in the 
forest.   
Bottom: Dr. Wong receiving a mock-cheque from Mr. 
Charles Chow Kok Cheng, Senior General Manager of 
Tradewinds Plantation Berhad.  



VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS 

B SBCC currently houses 44  

rescued sun bears in our two 

bear houses and a quarantine  

facility. Each day, the once captive 

sun bears are provided with ample 

food and activities to stimulate 

healthy bear behavior. Volunteers 

and interns help our keepers 

achieve our goals in looking after 

the welfare of these bears and  

helping them in their rehabilitation 

process.  

 

BSBCC Volunteer Programme 

 

BSBCC continues to receive help 

from volunteers across the globe. 

The BSBCC volunteer program,  

conducted in collaboration with APE 

Malaysia ,  has been act i ve  

t h r oughou t  Novembe r  and  

December 2017. Volunteers in this 

program were supervised by BSBCC 

staff with much-appreciated  

assistance from the APE Malaysia 

team. Besides helping the keepers 

in caring for the bears at the  

Centre, volunteers also helped to 

spread awareness on the plights of 

sun bears through the education 

booth at our visitor Centre. 

   

Internship at BSBCC 

 

BSBCC welcomes students from  

local and international institutions 

for their internship at the Centre. 

Interns will have the opportunity to 

learn about the rehabilitation of 

once captive sun bears. Interns will 

also study the importance of bear 

enrichment and of cleanliness of the 

facility. They will also study the  

behavior of this little known species. 

If you would like to make a difference and  

enjoy the experience of a lifetime, please join us. 

Learn about our volunteer programme on our  

website www.bsbcc.org.my/volunteer.html or 

email us at  info.bsbcc@gmail.com for further  

enquiries. 

 

Wong Siewe, CEO and Founder of BSBCC 

Email: wongsiew@hotmail.com  

 

Name Volunteer       

/Interns  

Country Duration 

Ailbhe 

Treacy  

Volunteer  Ireland  25th Nov 

2017- 27th 

Nov 2017 

Alicia Paula 

Magilin  

Volunteer Malaysia  5th Dec 

2017- 22nd 

Dec 2017 

Browyn 

Nyrie  

Watkins  

Volunteer  UK 6th Dec 

2017 — 1st 

Jan 2018 

Chung Yu Pei  Volunteer  Malaysia  4th Dec 

2017—4th 

Jan 2018 

Deanna Van 

Duyn  

Intern Australia  19th Nov-

29th Nov  

 

 

Luke  

Lindeman 

Intern  Australia  19th Nov-

29th Nov  

Table 3: List of volunteers and interns in Nov and  

Dec 2017.  
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Group photo with BSBCC‟s volunteers. 

Group photo with BSBCC‟s volunteers. 



VOLUNTEERS STORIES  

HUSBANDRY WORK OF SUN BEAR IN CAPTIVITY  

Everyone is familiar with the phrase, ―time 

flies‖, especially in the happy moments 

which make us wish we could stay a bit 

longer. However, reality always stands in 

the way. It is time for me to bid farewell to 

the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

(BSBCC).  

I am an undergraduate student, studying the 

Animal Resource Science and Management  

Programme, at the University of Malaysia  

Sarawak, UNIMAS. I came to the BSBCC for  

internship for a period of 10 weeks. I found out 

about the BSBCC when I searched for an  

institution or research centre that focuses on 

large mammals in Malaysia. When I found out 

about the existence of sun bears, my interest in 

this charismatic mammal was piqued.  

The sun bear is the smallest bear species in the 

world, and Malaysia provides these bears with 

an important home. So, I decided to apply for 

my internship placement at the BSBCC. I first 

flew to Sandakan to meet Dr. (Hon) Wong Siew 

Te, the founder of the BSBCC, to seek advice 

and guidance about my wish to continue my 

career as a biologist working closely with  

animals. I was truly impressed with Dr. Wong‘s 

achievements, but it was his commitment and 

dedication, despite all the hardship he has  

encountered in saving sun bears, that inspired 

me to continue with what I was pursuing. When 

I first arrived, I was introduced to my new 

home in Sandakan where the intern  

students and volunteers are placed, Bjorn Hala. 

A simple home, but filled with warmth and 

laughter, with five other members of the BSBCC 

staff. Furthermore, other colleagues sometimes 

joined us in the house for special occasions, 

―Bjorn Hala is a family‖.  
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Making an enrichment called “Fire Hose Pocket”. 

This is me (left) and Azzry (right) one of the keeper in 
the bear house.  

 



I started my first working day by being 

introduced to my buddy, Azzry. Here, I 

must express my gratitude to my buddy. 

He guided me a lot through the husbandry 

jobs of a sun bear keeper. He is fun to 

work with and always tried to entertain us 

all with his jokes. 

Our general routine every day as an intern 

and volunteer is washing the cages in the 

bear house every morning to ensure the 

bears have a comfortable place to sleep. 

We prepared porridge with green beans 

and pumpkin as well as fruits like banana, 

papaya, watermelon, honeydew and snake 

fruit, and vegetables. We fed the bears 

inside the cages and outside in the forest 

enclosure, in order to encourage their  

forest instincts. We created many different 

kinds of enrichment for the bears, such as 

banana leaves, dry leaves and termite 

nests. Examples of food enrichments  

include the Stick Paradox, Hamburger, Fire 

hose Pocket, Aussie Ball and others. The 

Olivier Tower, which we built for Chin, was 

very hard work for me, Azzry, and other 

teammates. However, the best enrichment 

of all is another bear. This is why we try to 

integrate the bears with each other, so 

they can learn survival skills from each 

other. I am glad that the BSBCC gave me 

the opportunity to be involved with the 

medical check-up for the bears.   

Not only did I have the chance to work in the 

Bear House, but I also gained  experience from 

the outreach programme. The programme aims 

to educate communities about sun bears,  

especially younger communities. Thus, both 

programmes that I participated in were held at 

primary schools. We hope the conservation ef-

forts to help the sun bear will inspire the 

younger generation.    

At the BSBCC, the most important thing I have 

learnt was that every bear has its own attitude, 

just like a human. Some are easy to deal with, 

but some are not. In fact, this became the most 

amazing thing I experienced in these 10 weeks. 

The emotions shared between me and the 

bears was priceless, and words cannot describe 

this feeling and the relationship. You have to 

come and experience it yourselves.  

  

Unfortunately, a lot of people abuse this special 

relationship and exploit sun bears in a horrible 

way. I urge you all, PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE - 

Sun bears deserve a better life and should be 

treated just like humans. They belong to the 

forest, not inside small cages where they are 

forced to obey their owners' demands. They 

need freedom, just like we do. Spread the 

word, spread the love. Return the sun bear to 

the wild and stop poaching. 

Nonetheless, I wish to say a huge thank you to 

the BSBCC team for this unforgettable journey. 

I hope that the spirit of the Bear Care Team will 

always remain. You have all performed  

wonderful deeds for the sun bears. Stay strong 

with all the bears. Au revoir. 
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 A pot of honey  
 

BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME  

W elcome a sun bear into your family, 

class, club or corporation by adopting a 

sun bear or buying a gift of sun bear  

medicine, food, or toys to show you care and 

support the valuable work of BSBCC. 

 

Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about 

sun bears while helping BSBCC meet the costs 

of rehabilitation. Funds raised by the adoption 

program are used to better the lives of all 

bears.  

Gifts With Meaning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find out how to adopt a sun bear from our 

website:   

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-a-

bear.html 

 

Share Bear  

Choose one of the sun bears:  

 

List of adopters in Nov and Dec 2017:  

 

1. Kyla Mcateer  

2. Yap Kok Ho 

3. Helen Chuang  

4. Lucy Penrose  

5. Theodorus  

Hermans  

6. Jennifer Logan-

Porter   

7. Lukas Liehl  

8. Reanna Robinson  

9. Sabina Sorensen 

10. Val Reece 

11. Jason Wagoner  

12. Adam Hahn  

13. Maureen  

Hastings  

14. Sharon Turner  

15. Patrick Neff  

16. Dr. Warrick  

Bishop  

17. Caroline  

Hornberger  

18. Sarah Mitchell 

19. May Leng Tan  

20. Foo Huei Hwen  

21. Antonia Clifton– 

Brown  

22. Maureen Nadeau  

23. Louise Hurd  

24. Janna– Lee 

Holbrooke Roach  

25. Garrett Drake 

Photography  

26. Philip Prestage  

27. Thomas Gast  

28. Jessica Dillon  

29. O Shears  

30. Simon Spiers  

31. Ross Mallinson 

32. Abbey Pap 

33. Aquinas College  

34. Danielle Lombard  

An enrichment toy 
 

Food for 1 week 

Medication for 1 year  

35. Breanna Smith  

36. Ashikin Mohd  

      Nordin 

37. Benjy, Amelie &                 

     Naomi  

38. Ms Young  

39. Yan Moo  

40. Mikhail Sweeney  

41. Peter Cressey  

42. Stephanie Preen  

43. Elizabeth Veal  

Ruby Lawrance  

44. Ruby Kromer  

45. Sophia Hamblen  

46. Sabine Enko  

47. Verena Pflug  

48. Jasmin Palmer  

49. Hildegard Pannen  

50. George Howell 

51. Melinda  

      Whiteaker  

52. Chloe Metcalf  

53. Paul Monk 

54. Katharina Strauss  

55. Collin Davidson  

56. Stephanie Moore  

57. Netsebrak Zewde 

58. Zorianna Kit  

59. Elli Maccoll  

60. Michael Schutt  

61. Andrea Reidell 

62. Michaela  

      Ritzheimer  

63. Dominic Walker  

64. Hatriet & Anna    

belle  

65. Natalie & Richard  

      Mulholland  

65. Akmal Mohd Isa  

66. Jennifer  

      Logan-Porter  
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A hammock 

Damai 

Fulung Kudat 

Kuamut 

Montom 

Boboi Kitud  Mary  

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html


BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME  

My Bear  

 

T he My Bear adoption Programme allows  

corporates or individuals to exclusively 

adopt sun bears at BSBCC. Two bears were  

adopted through this programme—Wawa and 

Kina on the 1st and 18th November 2017. 

 

Thanks to Natural Habitat Adventures 

(Adopting Wawa), Andy & Alicia Ooi 

(Adopting Kina) for their generosity in  

supporting our sun bears through BSBCC‘s My 

Bear Adoption programme. By adopting the 

sun bears you are helping to make sure these 

bears stay healthy and happy at the Centre.  

 
Wawa 
 

Wawa is a two year old adolescent female 

bear. She arrived at BSBCC on March 18th, 

2016. Wawa was found in the Forest  

Management Unit (FMU) Pinangah Telupid  

district alone without her mother and  

appearing weak.   

  

Wawa has a pair of blue eyes that captured 

the hearts of everyone. Wawa is very alert to 

the environment, she loves to explore the  

forest canopy and enjoys resting on  

a hammock. Wawa spends her time learning 

pertinent skills in the forest. Hopefully Wawa‘s 

time will  come for her next journey of  

freedom and she can slowly put her past  

behind her.   

 

 
Kina  

 
Kina was kept as a pet before being rescued 

at Kinarut, Sabah. Kina arrived at BSBCC on 

1st March 2017. When she arrived, she 

weighed only 12.85 kg. She showed signs of 

malnutrition and had been poorly cared for 

since she was a cub. 

This is the beginning of Kina‗s new life! 

This life of freedom and putting her  

traumatic past behind her is a perfect plan 

for this little bear.  

 

Upon rescue, Kina showed no fear of  

humans, as she had been habitually kept 

as an illegal pet. She is a young, energetic 

and playful bear.  

  
Many thanks to everyone who has  

supported  the sun bears at BSBCC this 

year,  whether by a donation of goodies or 

spreading the word. Your support will help 

rescue, rehabilitate and fund life-long care 

for the bears.   
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BSBCC also featured in the following online news and newspapers:  

 

 

 Shocking holiday encounter leads couple to create sunscreen that saves endan-

gered bears. Daily Telegraph. 17th November 2017. http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/

newslocal/manly-daily/shocking-holiday-encounter-leads-couple-to-create-sunscreen-that

-saves-endangered-bears/news-story/48b26f9bab9da2027eca3be9571ffef4    

 

 An unconventional Hero. 24th November 2017. New Straits Times. https://

www.nst.com.my/lifestyle/sunday-vibes/2017/11/307045/unconventional-hero  

 

 Don’t let other animals share Sumatran rhino’s fate, say conservationists. 21st 

December 2017. http://www.themalaymailonline.com/malaysia/article/dont-let-other-

animals-share-sumatran-rhinos-fate-say-conservationists#XkU5gxQf4kU17MBc.97  

 

 Black day for animal lover in Malaysia. 25th December 2017. The  Star Online. 

https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2017/12/25/black-day-for-animal-lovers-in-

malaysia-graphic-content/  

 

 Sun bears, tapirs and deer killed, butchered for meat in Malaysia, Singapore. 26th 

December 2017. http://www.ibtimes.sg/sun-bears-tapirs-deer-killed-butchered-meat-

malaysia-singapore-22290  

 

 Shocking sight !!! ‘Protected’ sun bear meat sold openly at Lubok Antu. 24th   

December 2017. Borneo Today. https://www.borneotoday.net/shocking-sight-protected-

sun-bear-meat-sold-openly-at-lubok-antu/  
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http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/manly-daily/shocking-holiday-encounter-leads-couple-to-create-sunscreen-that-saves-endangered-bears/news-story/48b26f9bab9da2027eca3be9571ffef4
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https://www.nst.com.my/lifestyle/sunday-vibes/2017/11/307045/unconventional-hero
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http://www.themalaymailonline.com/malaysia/article/dont-let-other-animals-share-sumatran-rhinos-fate-say-conservationists#XkU5gxQf4kU17MBc.97
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2017/12/25/black-day-for-animal-lovers-in-malaysia-graphic-content/
https://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2017/12/25/black-day-for-animal-lovers-in-malaysia-graphic-content/
http://www.ibtimes.sg/sun-bears-tapirs-deer-killed-butchered-meat-malaysia-singapore-22290
http://www.ibtimes.sg/sun-bears-tapirs-deer-killed-butchered-meat-malaysia-singapore-22290
https://www.borneotoday.net/shocking-sight-protected-sun-bear-meat-sold-openly-at-lubok-antu/
https://www.borneotoday.net/shocking-sight-protected-sun-bear-meat-sold-openly-at-lubok-antu/


An Unconventional Hero , New Sunday Times , 26th November 2017. 

BSBCC IN THE NEWS  
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Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to protect, save and  

enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.  

Fisherman Hat  

Colour  : Khaki  

Cost     : MYR 31.80  

Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Green 

Sizes  : Adult XL, L, M, 

S,     XS    
Kid XL, L, M, S, XS  

Cost: Adult MYR 37.00 

 Polo T-shirt 
Colour : Black, Grey 

Sizes   : Adult XXXL,   

XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS     
Cost     : MYR 55.00 

 Sun Bear Chest-Mark 

           T-shirt 
Colour : Black 

Sizes   : Adult XXL, 
XXXL, XL, L, M,  S, XS 

Cost   : MYR 41.50 

If you are interested in purchasing our merchandises, please click here to fill up our order 

form. 

  

Terms and conditions:  

1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase. 

2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 6%. Additional charges for shipping will be incurred. 

Cap  

Colour: Khaki, Black, 

            Grey         

Cost   : MYR 26.50  

  Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Black, Green,              

White  

Sizes : Adult XL, L, M, 
S, XS 

 Cost  : MYR 41.50 

Wooden  

Keychain 
Cost : MYR 9.50  

Rattan  

Bracelet  
Cost : MYR 19.00  

      Car Sticker  
          Cost : MYR 5.30  
          

Embroidery  

Badge 

Cost : MYR 15.90 

Canvas Bag  

Colour   : Beige  

Cost   : MYR 40.00   

BEAR SHOP 

MERCHANDISES  

 Bear Cartoon  

Magnet card  
Cost : MYR 2.50 

Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L) 
    Debbie Magnet             

Card  
Cost: MYR 2.50 

Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L) 

        Tongue T-shirt 
Colour : Black, Military 

green, brown, blue  

Size (Adult) :XXXL,XXL, 
XL, L, M, S, XS 

Cost : MYR 41.50 

Sizes (Kids) : XS,S,M,L,XL 

Colour : Pink, Blue  

Cost : MYR 37.00  

Hand-made Bear Clay   

Cost :MYR88.00 (medium) 

Size 6.8cm(L)x5.5cm(W)x4cm(H) 

     MYR55.00 (small) 

Size 3.3cm(L)x2.4cm(W)x4cm(H) 

 Colour samples 
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Bear Walking                Coins Bag 
 

Cost : MYR 45.00           Cost : MYR 25.00 

Size:30cm(H)x8cm(L)    Size: 9.5cm(H)x9.5cm(L) 
Bear Standing  

Cost : MYR 40.00 

Size:19cm(H)x8cm(L)   

Bear Sitting  

Cost : MYR 37.10 

Size: 17cm(H)x8cm(L) 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/shop.html


What can you do to help  the  

sun bears? 

 

 Do not support any wildlife trade 

 Contact us if you find any illegal  

activities (poaching, trading, etc) 

 Learn more about sun bears and 

their habitat 

 Follow us on Facebook and help us 

spread the word 

 Donate through our website  

 Adopt a bear through our website, 

or at our Centre 

B SBCC‘s work would never been possible  

without in-kind and financial support from  

various individuals and agencies. We acknowledge 

the continuous support from the following  

contributors:  

 Public donation from BSBCC donation box 

 Nadine Nakazawa  

 Taiwan Alumni Association of Sabah 

 Ji Sean 

 Ong Lee Wah  

 Katelyn Levine  

 Catharine Rayes  

 East Bay Zoological  

 James W. Jones 

 Lee Wan Yee  

 Anna Kattenbach 

 Simon Vergers 

 Gitlian Artken  

 Siew Siew Cheah  

 Erel Topuz 

 Valerie Ruth Robinson  

 Chee Heng Chin  

 Elizabeth Claire Reichstein  

 Daniel Ciske  

 Clark Naomi 

 Lim Choon Hon  

 May Leng Tan  

 Anna Gee & Susan Waite   

 LEAP 

 

 

 

If you would like to make a direct  

donation to BSBCC, you can do so via one of these 

methods:   

 

 Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

Sdn Bhd (BSBCC) - Donate any amount  

directly to BSBCC through our paypal account 

by clicking the donate button on our website: 

www.bsbcc.org.my 

 Wong Siew Te – Send an email to our CEO 

and Founder, Mr. Wong Siew Te, for further  

inquiries on donating directly to us at 

wongsiew@hotmail.com  

DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS  
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BORNEAN SUN BEAR  

CONSERVATION CENTRE 

(BSBCC) 

Location address:  

Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan  

Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,  

Malaysia 

Postal address:  

PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, 

Sabah, Malaysia 

 

Tel:  

+6 089 534 491     

Website: 

www.bsbcc.org.my   

facebook.com/sunbear.bsbcc/ 

 instagram.com/bsbcc 

E-mail:  

info.bsbcc@gmail.com 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/donate.html

